
Eat Grim impact research
Disclaimer and Purpose

The purpose of this research is to communicate the positive impact a customer has on the
planet by subscribing to Eat Grim boxes. This document contains in-depth research about the
impact calculations displayed at eatgrim.com/impact and on Eat Grims box packaging, and
was produced by Planetarisk Kogebog in May 2020 in collaboration with the company.

This research did not conduct any fieldwork or find new data itself and cannot be used as a
stamp of approval for the overall impact or footprint Eat Grim has as a business or for the sake
of sustainability reporting, since the methodology did not follow internationally recognised
standards, such as the GHG protocol. Instead it looks to find the best available data in order to
use the results as a communication tool for Eat Grim’s positive impact on the climate.

The data used in this report is based on all food contained in Eat Grim boxes from May 2018 to May
2019. Please note that the results presented in this research do not equal the total impact of Eat Grim
since their operations started in July 2018. This report only uses one full year of data available from
Eat Grim’s food box business, not taking into account previous and later amounts, as well as
excluding food saved through B2B activities. For the sake of capturing Eat Grim’s whole impact of all
fruits and vegetables saved by the company to-date, Planetarisk Kogebog has developed an impact
calculation tool following the research presented in this report.

The data has then been translated by Eat Grim in May 2021 in easy-to-understand terms in order to
make impact communication as approachable as possible to the end consumer.

Transparency

The data sources, calculations and methodology will be open for everyone to use and see as we
believe this offers transparent communication in a field of much uncertainty.

The main areas of interest

Eat Grim buys surplus and misformed, discolored or wrong-sized organic fruits and vegetables
from farmers around Europe. When a customer  purchases a box of Eat Grim fruit and vegetables,
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we therefore remove the demand from the ordinary food production. Effectively that means, for
every Eat Grim pear you eat, one less ordinary pear is produced.

Food production impacts the planet in a lot of ways. The absence of agricultural production
through Eat Grim activities saves the planet an amount of harming effects. For the scope of this
project, we aim to identify what amounts Eat Grim’s business activities have saved the planet in a
period of time, looking at four factors: Food waste, CO2-equivalents, water withdrawals and land
use.

Research results

Food waste

One out of four calories produced is wasted . Food waste is responsible for six percent of global1

greenhouse gas emissions . Project drawdown has defined eliminating food waste as the third most2

impactful solution in addressing climate change .3

For the purpose of this report, we researched how much of the food in each Eat Grim box
would alternatively have been wasted if Eat Grim would not buy them off of farms.
Unfortunately, none of the farms working with Eat Grim has kept records of their alternative
uses, but a questionnaire revealed that most produce that Eat Grim normally buys would have
otherwise been ploughed back into the ground, serving as natural fertiliser and a small
percentage is fed to livestock .4

For this report, food waste is defined as food that is ultimately never used for human consumption,
although still edible. We therefore make the assumption that if Eat Grim would not buy the produce
from the farms and bring it to the market, 100% of the food would otherwise be wasted. However due
to uncertainties regarding the data and for the sake of being conservative, we will deduct five percent
from the total waste factor and use 95% as the estimated amount of food in each Eat Grim box that
would otherwise be wasted. The waste factor is the percentage of food sold by Eat Grim that would
otherwise not have been used for human consumption.

The waste factor is 95 %

4 Eat Grim own sources, Questionnaire “What happens to the vegetables if Eat Grim wouldn’t buy it”, 2020
3 https://drawdown.org/solutions/table-of-solutions
2 https://ourworldindata.org/food-waste-emissions
1 https://ourworldindata.org/food-waste-emissions
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Total food saved to date in Eat Grim boxes from May 2018 to May 2019: 129 493.58 kg * waste
factor = 123 018.901 kg, or 123 tonnes.

CO2e

Agriculture impacts the planet by emitting different kinds of greenhouse gasses . For measuring5

purposes, we collect these different gasses under the common denominator CO2-equivalents.

We divide our CO2e calculations into two categories: The direct emissions from the potential landfill
of the food waste and the indirect emissions from taking away the demand of growing new food by
bringing Eat Grim food to the market, which would otherwise have been wasted in today’s food supply
chain.

Direct emissions

The direct emissions depend on what purpose the food waste is used for. It has not been
possible to acquire solid data on alternative uses for the Eat Grim fruits and vegetables other
than the statements from the farmers the company sources from. When asked, most farmers
answered that the produce would have been ploughed back into the ground while some of the
produce might be used for animal feed . Ploughing food back into the ground has a small6

positive emission factor while using it as animal food has a small negative emission factor, but
in both cases the effect is quite small. Therefore the direct emissions are considered
inconsiderable for the purpose of this report .7

Indirect emissions

In our calculations of the indirect emissions saved by Eat Grim we make a series of
assumptions:

1. If the energy consumed through produce from an Eat Grim box would not have been
consumed there would have been a 1:1 demand for food production of the same food
category. Meaning that effectively buying produce through Eat Grim saves the planet from
additional food production.

2. The transportation of produce, both from farmers to Eat Grim and from Eat Grim to customers,
is equal to the transportation demand that would have been created through to transport food

7 Moult et al. 2018

6 Eat Grim’s own sources, Questionnaire “What happens to the vegetables if Eat Grim wouldn’t buy it”, 2020

5 https://science.sciencemag.org/content/360/6392/987
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in the regular food system. Meaning, the same transport emissions occur from an Eat Grim
pear than from a regular pear.

3. Since the company sources according to availability and seasonality, the food
provided in an Eat Grim box would have been otherwise replaced by similar food
categories. Meaning, a pear would have been replaced by another fruit and beetroot
would have been replaced by another root vegetable.

4. The end consumer’s food waste from an Eat Grim box is presumed to be equal to the
end consumer’s food waste at home in general. Meaning that the same percentage of
food in an Eat Grim box will be wasted at home as in a household in general.

Categories of food in an Eat Grim box

To give an accurate emissions number while keeping the workload down, we have decided to
categorise the produce in a typical Eat Grim box by a combination of their function in a dish
and their average emissions, looking at Eat Grim box contents from May 2018 to May 2019,
which reflect a full year and four full seasons.

The food categories in an average Eat Grim box are:

1. Salad vegetables

2. Root vegetables and onions

3. Kale and cabbage

4. Nordic fruits

5. Exotic fruits

Emission numbers by category of produce in a typical Eat Grim box and data sources:

The graph shows that on average, each Eat Grim box contains 18.1 % salad vegetables, 45.5% root
vegetables and onions, 13.9 % kale and cabbage, 21.1 % Nordic and 1.4 % exotic fruit.
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Note: Flight greens are vegetables being transported via aircraft and are estimated to account for 0,7%
of supermarket goods .8

Total emissions

The total emissions number is found by multiplying the weight of the box contents with the
weighted avg. emissions and multiplied by the waste factor.

Total saved CO2e = (Kilo FW * Waste factor) * AVG. Emissions

Result

Saved CO2 per kg of Eat Grim produce: 0.4 kg

Total kg of saved CO2e for Eat Grim produce from May 2018 to May 2019: 49 238.32 kg, or 49
tonnes.

8 https://www.dn.dk/nyheder/sadan-styrer-du-uden-om-fodevarer-der-er-flojet-hertil/
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Water withdrawal

Water withdrawals are defined as water taken from ground or surface water sources, such as rivers or
lakes, which are withdrawn either permanently or temporarily and used for agricultural purposes. The
definition of water withdrawals is taken from The United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization9

or FAO.

Water withdrawals by category of produce in a typical Eat Grim box and data source

Total saved freshwater = (Kilo FW * Waste factor) * AVG. water withdrawals

Result

Saved liter freshwater withdrawals per kg of Eat Grim produce: 177 liters

Total liters saved freshwater withdrawals for Eat Grim produce from May 2018 to May 2019: 21 731 646
liters, or 21 million liter

9 http://www.fao.org/aquastat/en/overview/methodology/water-use
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Land use

Half of all habitable land is used for agriculture . Land use is therefore one of the biggest10

threats to biodiversity loss . The impact of land use is different in the way that the same square11

meters of land can be used again and again to plant on each year. Therefore land use is measured
yearly and doesn’t stack over time, the same way water withdrawals and CO2e emissions do.

Land use by category of produce in a typical Eat Grim box and data source

Total saved m2 land = (Kilo FW * Waste factor) * AVG. land use

Result

Saved square meters (m2) of land per kg of Eat Grim produce: 1.18 m2

Total saved square meters (m2) of land per year for Eat Grim produce from May 2018 to May 2019:
144 918.73 m2, or 144 thousand m2

11 https://www.iucnredlist.org/resources/summary-statistics

10 https://ourworldindata.org/environmental-impacts-of-food
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Impact numbers for all Eat Grim box sizes based
on average weight per box

Based on the aforementioned calculations, the final numbers printed on the packaging of
each Eat Grim box size and on the Eat Grim website are as follows:

The contents of each Eat Grim box in size Mini & Mean box saves on average

● 2.9 kg of food waste (a Mini & Mean box weighs on average 3.1 kg)
● 1.16 kg of CO2e
● 513 liters of freshwater withdrawals
● 3.4 m2 of land per year

The contents of each Eat Grim box in size Small & Ugly saves on average

● 4.5 kg of food waste (a Small and Ugly box weighs on average 4.7 kg)
● 1.8 kg of CO2e
● 797 liters of freshwater withdrawals
● 5.3 m2 of land per year

The contents of each Eat Grim box in size Big & Beastly box saves on average

● 6.65 kg of food waste (a Big & Beastly box weighs on average 7.0 kg)
● 2.66 kg of CO2e
● 1 177 liters of freshwater withdrawals
● 7.8 m2 of land per year
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Converting impact numbers into easy to
understand terms

We’ve then converted abstract measures, like liters of freshwater and kilograms of CO2e saved,
into easy-to-understand comparisons, like showers taken and kilometers driven in an average
fossil-fuel powered passenger vehicle. Square meters of land used we left as is, because we
believe it is easy enough to understand space.

Converting CO2e into kilometers driven in an average passenger car

We found a credible source of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, short EPA, an
official government agency that has developed a tool for converting Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies
into miles driven by the average passenger vehicle , which is defined as a 2-axle 4-tire vehicle,12

including passenger cars, vans, pickup trucks, and sport/utility vehicles.

In 2018, the weighted average combined fuel economy of cars and light trucks was 22.5 miles per
gallon . In 2018, the ratio of carbon dioxide emissions to total greenhouse gas emissions13

(including carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, all expressed as carbon dioxide equivalents)
for passenger vehicles was 0.993 .14

The amount of carbon dioxide emitted per gallon of motor gasoline burned is 8.89 × 10-3 metric
tons, as calculated in the “Gallons of gasoline consumed” section above.

To determine annual greenhouse gas emissions per mile, the following methodology was used:
carbon dioxide emissions per gallon of gasoline were divided by the average fuel economy of
vehicles to determine carbon dioxide emitted per mile traveled by a typical passenger vehicle.
Carbon dioxide emissions were then divided by the ratio of carbon dioxide emissions to total
vehicle greenhouse gas emissions to account for vehicle methane and nitrous oxide emissions.

Calculations

Note: Due to rounding, performing the calculations given in the equations below may not return the
exact results shown.

14 EPA (2020). Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2018. Chapter 3 (Energy), Tables 3-13,
3-14, and 3-15. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. EPA #430-R-20-002 (PDF) (116 pp, 3 MB About
PDF)

13 FHWA (2020). Highway Statistics 2018. Office of Highway Policy Information, Federal Highway Administration.
Table VM-1. (1 pp, 193 KB About PDF)

12 https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gases-equivalencies-calculator-calculations-and-references#miles
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8.89 × 10-3 metric tons CO2/gallon gasoline × 1/22.5 miles per gallon car/truck average × 1 CO2,
CH4, and N2O/0.993 CO2 = 3.98 x 10-4 metric tons CO2E/mile

We then used EPA’s official Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies converter , which uses the above15

mentioned formula, to convert our own emissions data into miles driven.

We found that the following emission savings of transport miles apply to each box size, which have
then been converted to kilometers, using Google

Each Eat Grim box in size Mini & Mean saves

- 2.9 miles driven by an average passenger vehicle, or 4.7 kilometer.

Each Eat Grim box in size Small & Ugly saves

- 4.5 miles driven by an average passenger vehicle, or 7.2 kilometer.

Each Eat Grim box in size Big & Beastly saves

- 6.7 miles driven by an average passenger vehicle, or 10.6 kilometer.

Converting liters into number of showers taken

Harvard University has published an article referring to sources that show that the average16

shower in America is 8 minutes long , which compares to data found in Europe . The EPA17 18

estimates that the standard shower heads use 2.5 gallons of water per minute which equals19

9.46 liter per minute, using Google.

Calculations

Total liters of water saved (per box) / 9.46 liters per minute = total minutes of showering / 8
minutes = total numbers of showers saved per box

19 https://www.epa.gov/watersense/showerheads

18 https://www.mirashowers.co.uk/blog/trends/revealed-what-brits-are-really-getting-up-to-in-the-bathroom-1/

17 https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-15836433

16 https://green.harvard.edu/tools-resources/green-tip/4-ways-measure-5-minute-shower#:~:text=
Did%20you%20know%20the%20average,help%20reduce%20your%20water%20footprint

15 https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator
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Each Eat Grim box in size Mini & Mean saves water used for 8 showers.

Each Eat Grim box in size Small & Ugly saves water used for 11 showers.

Each Eat Grim box in size Big & Beastly saves water used for 16 showers.

Read more about our impact research at eatgrim.com/impact.
Research by Planetarisk Kogebog and Eat Grim in May 2020.
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